
TNDF Annual 2023 Polling

From April 10-12, 2023, Embold Research surveyed 877 registered voters 
in Tennessee.



How would you say things in the following areas are going? Are they going in the right direction, or are they off 
on the wrong track?
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Your city, village, or town

Tennessee

The country

American democracy

2023

Right direction Wrong track



Which of the following comes closest to your views on the events of January 6th, 2021, even if neither is exactly right? As a
reminder, on January 6th, protestors attacked the US Capitol building in an attempt to prevent the certification of the 2020 
Presidential Election results.

The events of January 6th were… 

48%52%

2023

a legitimate form of 
political discoursean insurrection



On April 6th, the Tennessee House voted to expel two members of the legislature, Justin Jones and Justin Pearson, due to disorderly
conduct. Both members disrupted a session of the legislature to protest the Republican majority’s failure to act on gun control in the wake 
of the recent school shooting in Nashville. Before this, only two members of the state legislature had been expelled since the 1870s.

Supporters say the expulsion is justified because the two members knowingly disrupted and dishonored the state legislature and should 
face consequences for their actions.

Opponents say this is an attack on the members’ First Amendment Rights and sets a dangerous precedent that any member who voices
their dissent could risk being expelled.

38% 12% 4% 4% 43%

Do you agree or disagree with the decision to expel the two members of the legislature?

Strongly agree Somewhat agree Not sure Somewhat disagree Strongly disagree



Which statement do you agree with more?

9%

41%

51%

Not sure

Political prosecution

No person is above the law
If a New York grand jury says there is 
evidence that Donald Trump broke the 
law, he should go to trial like everyone 
else and either be found guilty or 
acquitted by a jury of his peers. No 
person is above the law.

This whole case is a political 
prosecution. There is no evidence that 
Donald Trump broke the law.

Not sure.



How closely did you follow the January 6th 
Congressional Committee hearings, most of which 
were broadcast in June and July of last year?

Watched some 
hearings

27% Heard about 
key hearing 

events
38%

Knew hearings 
were taking 

place
31%

Did the January 6th Congressional hearings change 
your opinion of the events that occurred on January 
6th?

25% 18%57%

More serious No change Less serious

Never heard of 
the hearings 4%
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Local TV news

Network TV news (ABC, CBS, NBC)

Fox

Facebook

CNN

Local newspapers

Podcasts

NPR

Talk radio

MSNBC

Newsmax

NY Times

Twitter

One America News Network (OAN)

Other

Where do you get your news? Choose all that apply.


